IDEvELOPmENT
The seakeeptng characteristics of two, United States Coast Guard patrol boats (a 95-foot WPB and a 11.0-foot WAGS) are compared. The comparison Is * based on computed, nor.dimensional, responses In regular waves. On this bask, the seakeepinC characteristics of the 55-foot boat are found to be superior to those of the 11.0-foot boat. The two boats differ considerably in both gross size and hull form.
Further, their operational area overlap is ill-defined. Hence, DTNSRDC proposeG that the comparison be made on a nondimensional basis using computed, regular wave responses. The USCG accepted Lhis proposal, and work was initiated at DTNSRDC. This report documents the results of the DTNSRDC effort.
DATA BASE COMPUTATIONS
Responses to be compared were roll amplitude over maximum wave slope A/VM), pitch amp!itude over maximum wave slope (eAAM), heave amplitude over wave amplitude (ZA/CA), and absolute vertical acceleration in gravity units (sA/g). For each boat, these responses were to be computed for all combinations of three Froude numbers (F), 'round the clock relative headings (u) at nÑ t 30-degree incruments, and at least 10 wavelength tc ship length ratios (/L).
The DTNSRDC Ship Motion and cea Load Computer ?rogram, reference l * , was to be used for the motion computations. Subsequently, acceleration was to be computed using the data obtaineG from th. cited program.
Offsets were re3d from the lines of the two boats to provide input for the Ship Motion and Sea Load cociputer progrdm. 'he resultant hull models are delineated by Figures 1 and 2 and by Taole . It should be noted that the gross hull dimensions and -nertial characteristics presented in Table I were input directly. but that the hydrostatic properties given in the same table were computed using the offset data.
The maxlmum speed of the 95-foot boat corresponds to F n 0.63 while that n of the i40-foot boat corresponds to F 0.4. Hence, in view of the comparative n nature of the investigation, it was decided to adopt F = 0.44 as the maximum n value for data base computations. The remaining two Froude numbers were arbitrarily specified to be 0.10 and 0.27. The rolling motion of the 140-foot boat was recomputed using the technique described in reference 2. No comparable alternative existed for computing pitch and heave, so the amplitudes were accepted as originally computed. It is of interest to note that experiments with radio-controlled models, reference 3, ha'e indicated that broaching-to may occur under conditions similar to those for wich the seemingly excessive pitch and heave amplitudes were predicted.
Specification of
Absolute vertical acceleration at an assigned location includes a pitchinduced component proportional to the distance from the center of pitch (assumed References are listed on page 6.
to be the LCB) to the assigned location. It was felt that this distance shoula be made equal for the two boats in order to compare them on a fair basis. Hence, the distance was taken to be that feom the LCB to the forward perpendicular of the smaller boat, i.e., 49.7 feet.
Acceleration amplitudes at the specified location ere computed as tne second time derivative of the vector sun of heave and pitch components. For tnese computations it was assumed that AA in radians was equal to the tangent of aA' i.e.. that eA was "small."
The actual discrepancies between eA in radians and tne tangent of iA were always less than three percent.
ANALYSIS
For each boat, the computations just described produced over 500 values of each response considered. So, an initi alysis procedure which would isolate • n
Then the pitch of the 140-foot boat reaches twice that of the 95-foot boat.
Figure 17 compares pitch transfer functions for the u -180 degree case.
The tenor of the heave maxima results presented in Figures 9, 10 3nd 11 is similar to that just described for pitch. However, the largest differences in heave never reach the factor-of-two level associated with roll and pitch. As detailed by Figure 18 , the largest differences in heave are on the order of 60 percent.
The acceleration .axima for the two boats, as presented in Figures 12 throogh 14, exhibit similar trends and do not differ greatly In magnitude.
Though the accelerations of the 95-foot boat are marginally higher than those of the 140-foot boat in most conditions, the major differences favor the 95-foot boat. Figure 19 shows acceleration transfer functions for the maximum difference case; here the acceleration of the 140-foot boat exceeds that of the 95-foot boat by about 30 percent.
Two additional notes are in order regarding the acceleration comparisons.
First, the high values of pitch and heave which occurred in following and nearfollowing regular waves at the high:r Froude numbers were used to compute j 4 4-accelerations for these conditions. However, the associated encoanter frequencies were sufficiently low that the computed accelerations did not obviously reflect the large pitch and/or neave magnitudes. Seccnd, the fact that the accelerations of the 95-foot boat so-etines exceeded those of the 14C-foot boat in conditions for which the 140-foot boat experienced larger maximum pitch and heave was due to the rmore favoratle phase relationships of the 140-foot boat.
As comopted, acceleration is propo-tiona! to the cosne of the heave-to-pitch phase angle, c.. In sur-ary. the most cutstandng differences between the two boats occur selected.
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